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Innovative classes
GRADE-II

Students learned about terrestrial ,aquatic and
aerial animals by making a collage. They also
gathered information about endangered
animals and shared it with their classmates
through a Show and Tell activity. They enjoyed
team work and learned by doing and searching
for information on their own.

“You don’t learn to walk by following rules.
You learn by doing and falling over.”

Innovative classes
Mathematics
“It is not the subject that makes it easy or difficult to
learn but it‟s the methodology that the teacher adopts
which makes it interesting and facilitates true
learning.”
As an effort towards this, the students of grade IV and
VI were shown a video to introduce the Topic
„Fraction and its types”.
They were made to understand the concept of proper,
improper, mixed and decimal fractions. They
thoroughly enjoyed the recap quiz after watching the
video.
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conceptpowers
of measuring
and
Mathematics
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which no one
comparing
different
lengths
usingrecognition
a traditional
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understands, and
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of beauty
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wellanasimportant
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chooses one pattern for beauty’s sake and pulls it down to earth.

Innovative classes
SCIENCE

Students of grade –IX
understood the
concept of writing
chemical formulae of
simple iconic
compounds through a
concept building
activity called iconic
bonding puzzle.

During the lesson on Getting to Know Plants students of gradeVI were taken to the science lab to study the similarities and
differences amongst different kinds of leaves and flowers. This
activity stimulated them to think about the tremendous variety
of plants and making them familiar with morphological
structures such as pistil, stamen etc. They also observed the
temporary slides of stomata and onion peel cells to study the
internal structure of cells.

“Learning is more effective when it is an active
rather than a passive process.”

Innovative classes
Kindergarten

„ I do and I learn‟ , on
this strong ideology ,
students of Kindergarten
explored various concepts
through hands on
activities. They learnt
scientific facts about how
the day and night forms,
sink and float - things
that are heavier sink and
lighter things float. They
were surprised to see oil
floating on the surface of
water.
They also learnt Marble
Painting to increase

coordination between
two people and learn
patterns.

“OUR YOUNG SCIENTISTS”

Learning Life Skills
Grade-VI
The students of grade VIA and VIB were engaged
in an activity to inculcate life skills such as
empathy, acceptance, self awareness, mutual
respect and dealing with stress. Students enacted
the stories given to them to show different life skills
used in different situations of life. The enactments
were followed by discussions to use these life skills
in their daily lives.
They also participated in the 'Caring Tree'
activity. The idea behind this activity was to instill
values of caring, belonging to a community and
brotherhood amongst students. They creatively
expressed their views about how they take care of
their parents, siblings, teachers, friends and
community helpers. This activity also gave them an
opportunity to showcase their critical thinking and
interpersonal skills

“Today is the perfect opportunity to start building
the tomorrow you really want. “

PINK DAY
KINDERGARTEN
Nursery Students of DPS 84, Gurugram celebrated Pink
Day on 8th November, 2019. It was wonderful to see our
children bloom and blossom in different shades of pink. The
young ones came dressed in pink colour and brought pink
coloured toys. Various pink coloured objects were displayed
in the class and children were introduced to different shades
of pink. The tiny tots participated in a variety of hands on
activities related to the identification of the colour.
Painting and colouring activities reinforced the concept of
colour in children. The aim of the activity was to make the
young ones identify pink colour in the objects they see
around them. They were excited to learn, that pink colour
could be obtained by mixing red and white. The blooming
buds enjoyed a lot and simultaneously understood the
aesthetic sense of pink colour. It was indeed a visual treat to
witness little ones dancing and glowing in pink.

DRESS UP DAY
COMMUNITY HELPERS

Children of Class 1 had an activity in which they
dressed up as Community Helpers belonging to
different professions. They enacted their roles
with realistic props and presented an interactive
show. This activity helped them to instill in them
respect for all professions and learn to value
them better.

“To become a better you, remember to be
grateful to people who have contributed to make
you who you are today.”

CHILDREN’S Day
14 November, 2019
th

Children’s Day is celebrated in India on the 14th of
November, the birth date of the First Prime Minister
of India, Jawaharlal Nehru, every year. Apart from
being a good statesman, he was immensely fond of
children. He was popular among the children as
Chacha Nehru (Uncle Nehru) or Chachaji.
According to his thoughts, he considered children as
the future of a nation. At DPS, SEC-84 students
showed their love through reciting poems and
delivering speeches about Chacha Nehru.

ACCOLADES
RESULTS OF SOF INTERNATIONAL GENERAL KNOWLEDGE OLYMPIAD-2019-20
CLASS

NAME OF THE STUDENT

AWARDS – WON
ZONAL/INTERNATIONAL/SCHOOL
AWARD

I-A

YASHI

BRONZE MEDAL

I-B

AARON ACHARYA

GOLD MEDAL

I-B

SNEHAL RANJAN

SILVER MEDAL

I-D

MANTHAN RAY

GOLD MEDAL

I-D

PRANAV GARG

SILVER MEDAL

I-D

NIRVAN LAVANIA

BRONZE MEDAL

II-A

VANDITA YADAV

SILVER MEDAL

II-A

AARAV ARORA

BRONZE MEDAL

II-B

ATREYU SANDILYA

GOLD MEDAL

III-B

SPARSH AASHI

GOLD MEDAL

IV-A

SUDITI PAL

GOLD MEDAL

IV-A

ISHANA TALREJA

SILVER MEDAL

IV-A

PULKIT DHINGRA

BRONZE MEDAL

IV-B

NEHAL RAJAWAT

GOLD MEDAL

V-A

PAYASH KUMAR

SILVER MEDAL

V-B

DHAIRYA

GOLD MEDAL

V-B

RAKSHIT SINGH

BRONZE MEDAL

VI-B

KABIR KUMAR MAHEY

GOLD MEDAL

TECHNOPHILE
To recap an IT chapter in an interesting way - the students of Grade VII
were effectively engaged in creating and playing a quiz. Anudhav Arya and
Rishit Aggarwal of Grade VII B created the quiz using KAHOOT app
while the rest of the class enjoyed playing it. Students enthusiastically
participated and the quiz kept them intrigued throughout. It promoted
stress free self and peer learning among students. They were eager to play
many more quizzes in successive classes!

TECHNOPHILE
Intra class competition
Intra Class competitions
To ensure that each student get an equal opportunity to learn and explore we organized an
Intra class competition from Grades II to Grade IX. The theme and topics of the competition
were consciously decided to encourage critical thinking among students and to keep them
abreast with real time issues and latest technological developments. The whole ideas were to
enhance their IT skills in realizing the existing environmental issues and take possible action
towards it.

IV-A

AI SUPERPOWERS

PULKIT DHINGRA

1ST

“BAN ON SINGLE USE OF PLASTIC”
Software: WordPad

CLASS
II-A
II-A
II-A
II-B
II-B
II-B
II-C
II-C
II-C

NAME OF THE STUDENTS
AARAV ARORA
HARSH KOMAL
AKSH PRADHAN
LISHANTH MANOHARAN
ATREYU SANDILYA
TRISHA GUPTA
AYUSH SHARMA
ATHARV KALA
SUMUK SRIVASTAVA
JAY HEMANT
ADHISHREE AGARWAL

POSITION
1ST
2ND
3RD
1ST
2ND
3RD
1ST
2ND
3RD

“MY BUDDY”
Software: Paint 3d
III-A

MISHIKA RAI

1ST

III-A

TANISHKA SINGH

2ND

III-A

BHAWNA

3RD

III-B

SHRADDHA
AGARWAL

1ST

III-B

RIDDIMAN SINGH

2ND

III-B

MANYA PRADHAN

3RD

III-B

AASHI SINGH

3RD

III-B

HRIDYANSH

3RD

Software: Paint

A1 SUPERPOWERS

SOFTWARE: PAINT
IVA

PULKIT DHINGRA

1ST

IV-A

AALIYA

2ND

IV-A

RIAAN SAXENA

3RD

IV-B

MAULISHA GARG

1ST

IV-B

AKSHAYA AGARWAL

2ND

IV-B

AAYUSHI DHAWAN

3RD

IV-B

AASTHA SINHA

3RD

DIGITAL NOTEBOOK ON DIGITAL INDIA PROGRAMME

SOFTWARE: ONE NOTE
VII A

SHUBH GUPTA

1ST

VII A

ANKUR SINGH

2ND

VII A

ARAV GUPTA

3RD

VIIB

ANUBHAV ARYA

1ST

VIIB

RISHIT AGGARWAL

2ND

VII3

ANGEL KAIRON

3RD

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
SOFTWARE: SWAY/ONE NOTE
NAME

CLASS

POSITION

ARYAN KATARIA

VIIIA

1ST

SRI MEENAKSHI

VIIIA

2ND

PROJECT ON
GLOBAL GOALS AWARENESS
NAME

CLASS

POSITION

ADITI GUPTA

IXA

1ST

KESHAV GARG

IXA

2ND

ROHAN VIPIN

IXA

3RD

PROJECT: CHATBOT (ENHANCEMENT OF LIFE IN
EXTREME INVERSE REFERENCE)
ARK ABHYUDYA WAS ACCOLADED FOR CHATBOT
/WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
PARTICIPATION IN INTER SCHOOL COMPETITION
Adobe Creativity Challenge
CBSE and Adobe
Individual Projects on Reincarnation of Gandhian values and principles.
NAME

CLASS

Aditi Gupta

IXA

Suryansh Gupta

VIIIA

Mayank

VIIIA

Arnav Rohilla

VIIIA

Aryan Kataria

VIIIA

Shaun The Sheep: Mission to Space Competition

Codeclub.org

NAME

CLASS

Yug Yadav

VI A

Artificial Intelligence for Good Idea
Microsoft India
PROJECT: ELIXIR
NAME

CLASS

Ark Abhydaya

IXA

Aditi Gupta

IXA

Yash Kumar

VIIIA

PROJECT:
Zodiacs and Artificial Intelligence
NAME

CLASS

Aryan Kataria

VIIIA

Mine Craft Challenge
Microsoft India
Project : Tree of Life
NAME

CLASS

Harsh Vardhan

VIIIA

Suryansh Gupta

VIIIA

Mayank

VIIIA

The glimpses of
the day spent by
KG Students at
Mogly’s Farm.
A direct look at
the animals and
a little feel of
feeding them,
seeing their
homes and hands
on experience of
milking an
artificially made
cow was quite
involving and
exciting for our
little ones. Apart
from the fun at
the farm it was a
journey towards
knowledge and
vocabulary
enhancement as
well.
Students of
grades-V and VI
enjoyed visiting
HUMAYUN‟S
TOMB after their
Term I
examinations.
They enjoyed the
opportunity to
study the art and
architecture of the
Mughals. as part
of an SST field
trip

Field trips
Mogly’S Farm AND HUMAYUN’S Tomb

Precaution is better
than cure.
Safety is something
that happens
between your ears,
not something you
hold in your hands.
The dangers of life
are infinite, and
among them is
safety.

Speed may thrill
but the speed of
life should not
blind us to the
safety of speed
breakers.
The newly installed
speed breaker in
front of the school
adds to our
constant endeavour
towards safety and
security of the
children.

DPS, SEC-84
SAFETY, PRECAUTION,
SECURITY

Sports
INTER-SCHOOL FOOTBALL MATCHES

DPS-84 secured 4th
position out of 18
schools of Gurugram
in” Made Easy Cup”
and also got” Fair
Play” Trophy of this
tournament.

Participation in (U-14 Boys) Inter DPS Football
TournamentA team photograph with Madam Aditi Misra(
Director Principal DPS-45 )

Dr. D. R. Saini( Director of Sports DPS Society).

PUBLICITY

DPS Sec-84 Played quarter-finals in the U-15
(boys) Maharaja Hari Singh Memorial Football
Tournament 2019-20 at DPS Sushant Lok .

